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F I HADN'T RECEIVED my initiation into
Morse communications at marine wireless college
beginning at the tender age of 15~ years, I would
probably have missed out on the pleasure that the mode
has brought me since. Although for a variety of reasons,
I have not been active on the amateur bands for several
years now (something I hope to remedy soon), I still
derive much enjoyment from listening to Morse signals.
It's over thirty years since I 'swallowed the anchor' and
gave up professional operating, but I've maintained
contact with the mode, and my brain still 'reads' Morse
signals without conscious effort on my part.
I fecI sad when I hear some aspiring radio amateurs
declare that their only reason for learning the Code is so
that will have access to the HF bands to use SSB or data
modes; that they will never touch a key again once
they've passed the test. I always hope that they may
discover along the way what an enjoyable and useful
mode Morse is - there is no-one more enthusiastic than
a convert, after all!
On the other hand, I take great heart when I hear of
moves towards spreading the message in a more effective way. Two items in this issue of MM fall into this
category. One is the announcement of details of the new
'QSO format' 12 wpm UK Morse test, which could
well encourage newly-qualified 'Class A's' to at least
give Morse a try before hanging up their key. The other
is the review of the latest edition of the RSGB 's Morse
Code/or Radio Ama/eurs, which quotes author George
Benbow's declaration that the aim of the book' ... is to
interest people in the Morse code as a new and different
language with which one can communicate world-wide,
and not to regard it as an annoying obstacle in the
acquisition of a Class A licence.'
Amen to that, I say!
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HST Competition, Baunatal, 1992
THE 1992 GERMAN high speed telegraphy competition organised by the High
Speed Club (HSC) and the Deutscher
Amateur Radio Club (DARC), was held
at Baunatal on Saturday, April 18 ..
First place results were as follows. To
obtain the speed, divide the tempo by 5.
Name
Call
Tempo/
Faults
Reading. Croups
Thomas, Frank
DL2HTF
210/0
Reading. Figures
2(fJ/2
Spurling, Gunther Y28ZL
Transmitting. Croups
Neibig, Uwe
DL4AAE
146/1.0
Transmitting. Figures
Neibig, Uwe
DL4AAE
112/1.0
Transmitting. Mixed Text
Neibig, Uwe
DL4AAE
133/0.8
Reading. Mixed Text
Neibig, Uwe
DL4AAE
150/3
Reading. By Ear
Neibig, Uwe
DL4AAE
175
Information from the EUCW Bulletin

EUCW Fraternising CW aso Party 1992
TheEUROPEANCW ASSOCIATION'S
12th CW Fratemising Party will be held
on 21-22 November 1992 as follows (all
times UTC):
21 November
1500-1700 7.01O-7.030MHz
14.020-14.050MHz
1800-2000 7.0I0-7.030MHz
3.520-3.550MHz
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22 November
0700-0900 7.010-7.030MHz
3.520-3.550MHz
1000-1200 7.010-7.030MHz
14.020-l4.050MHz
All amateur and SWL stations in Europe
are invited to enter in one of the following
four classes: A - Members of EUCW clubs
using more than lOW input or 5W output;
B - Members of EUCW clubs using
QRP (less than lOW input or 5W output);
C - Non-members of EUCW clubs using
any power; D - Short-wave listeners.
Exchanges: Class A & B, RST/QTH/
Name/Club/Membership number. Class C,
RST/QTH/Namc/NM (i.e., nota member).
Class D, Log information from both stations.
Call: CQ EUCW TEST. Stations may be
worked or logged only once a day during
the contest.
Scoring: Class AIB/C - 1 point per QSO
with own country, 3 points per QSO with
other EU country. Class D - 3 points for
every complete logged QSO. Multiplier,
all classes: 1 multiplier point for each
EUCW club workcd/logged per day and
band.
EUCW clubs are AGCW -DL; BQRP;
BTC; EHSC; FISTS; FOC; G-QRP;
HACWG; HCC; HSC; INORC; OK-QRP;
SCAG; SHSC; UCWC; UFT; U-QRQ-C;
VHSC, and members of these clubs are
especially asked to support this event.
Logs: to include date, UTC, band, call,
info sent, info received, and points claimed

per QSO. Summary to include full name,
call, address, total points claimed, station
details, power used, and signature. To be
received by the EUCW Contest Manager,
Guenther Nierbauer DJ2XP, IUingerstrasse
74, D6682 Ottweiler, Germany, not later
than 31 December 1992.
Certificates will be awarded to the three
highest scorers in each class.

TOPS Activity CW Contest 1992
THIS YEAR'S TOPS CONTEST will
be held from 1800 UTC December 5 to
1800 UTC December 5, on frequencies
3.500-3.560MHz with 3.500-3.512
reserved for DX cont.aCL~.
It is open to all amateurs, whether
TOPS members or not, in three classes:
A, single operator; B, multi-operator; and
QRP, single operator, up to 5 watts output. Certificates of merit will be awarded
to the highest scorers.
This contest continues to be popular
both in Europe and further afield. There
have, however, been few entries from the
UK in recent years, and more will be
welcomed,
Further information about the contest
is available from Chris Hmnmett G3A WR ,
48 Hadrian Road, Newcastle upon Tyne
NE4 9HQ, England.

Changes to UK Amateur Morse Test
BRITAlN'S RADIO LICENSING AUTHORITY, the Radiocommunications
Agency, has announced changes to the
format of the 12 wpm Amateur Morse
test. Following the success of the 5 wpm
Novice test (described in MM21, page 28),
it has been decided that the 12 wpm test
should also be in a QSO format. This is
considered to be better at preparing candi-

dates for the sort of operating conditions
they can expect to encounter ·on-the-air'.
The new style test will be available
from 1 January 1993, but candidates who
have studied under the old format will
be able to take the old-style test until
31 March 1993, when the new test will
become compulsory.
As from 1 January 1993 a new procedure for the identification of candidates
will also be introduced. Instead of written proof of identity, candidates will be
required to bring to the test centre two
recent passport-size photographs of themselves.
In the new test, candidates will receive
a minimum of 120 letters and 7 figures in
the form of a typical exchange between
radio amateurs. A manual Morse key
will be used to send the message, which
will last approximately 2 minutes and 30
seconds. A maximum of six uncorrected
errors will be permitted.
In the sending test, the candidate will
send a given text, on a hand key, comprising not less than 75 letters and 5 figures,
also in the fonn of a typical amateur exchange. This will last approximately 1
minute and 30 seconds There must be no
uncorrected errors in sending and no more
than 4 corrected errors will be allowed.
The test can include any of the following abbreviations, Q-codes or procedural
chamcters: AGN, ANT, BK, CPI, CPY,
CQ, CUL, CW, DE, DR, EL, ES, FB,
FER, GA, GD, GE, GM, HPE, HR, HVE,
HW, K, MNI, MSG, NW, OC, OM, OP,
PSE, PWR, R, RPRT, RST, RX, SIG,
SRI, TEMP, TKS, TNX, TU, TX, TXR,
UR, VERT, VY, WID, WX, XYL, YL,
73,88.
QRA, QRG,QRK,QRL,QRM,QRN,
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QRO, QRP, QRQ, QRS, QRT, QRV,
QRX, QRZ, QSA, QSB, QSL, QSO, QSY,
QTH.
AR, cr, BT, KN, VA, ?, /, Erase.
Both the 5 wpm and 12 wpm Morse
tests are conducted by the Radio Society
of Great Britain on behalf of the Radiocommunications Agency. All enquiries
about Morse tests should be made to the
RSGB, Lambda House, Cranbome Road,
Potters Bar, HerLs EN6 3JE.

Morse Tests in NZ
NZART, the national radio society of
New Zealand has successfully conducted
Amateur Radio examinations on behalf of
the Ministry of Commerce/New Zealand
Radio Frequency Service for some years
and is shonJy to take over the conduct of
Amateur Morse tests.
It has advertised for a Co-ordinator of
Morse Code Examinations (Morse Examiner) to set up and maintain a suitable
system of examinations with the objective
of providing superior examination facilities to those currently provided by 16
NZRFS test centres.
Among the goals of the new service
will be the holding of tcsts at weekends
as well as weekdays to avoid candidates
having to take time off work for the
test, with tests held at suitable locations
ammged by NZART branches; special
arrangements for handicapped people or
those in remote locations; and an investigation into the possibility of using computer-based Morse testing as an alternative
to tape-based systems.
A number of Morse Test Officers, responsible to the Morse Examiner, will be
selected by each NZART branch to conduct the 6 wpm Novice and 12 wpm full
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Morse tests. It is estimated that about 200
tests will be taken each year, including
upgrade and previously unsuccessful candidates.
Information/rom Break-In, journal 0/
NZART

NZ Morse Competitions
COMPUTER-CONTROLLED sending
and receiving competitions were held at
the Christchurch Amateur Radio Expo ear1ier this year, conceived, organised and
conducted by Guthrie Downer ZL3CS.
The results were computed taking into
account both sending and receiving performance over two minutes, and incorporating weighted penalties for character and
spacing errors. Spacing deficiencies in
sending, which are difficult to avoid and
contribute litLle to the difficulty of reading the Morse, were weighted only a fifth
as much as chamcter errors which corrupt
the reeeived text.
The algorithm used, developed by
ZL3CS, when used with specialised software (written by Gary Bold ZLlAN), is
claimed to give completely unambiguous
results, avoiding human subjectivity completely. The winners were as follows: Open
section, 1. Alan ZL3KR, 40.8 points; 2.
Dave ZL4SV, 39.18 points. Intermediate
section, John ZL3WG, 26.44 points. Junior section, Toby ZL3ATK, 26.46 points.
A report on this event by ZL3CS,
circulated in Data News, includes the following:
'Although the results show that there
were only some 20 competitors processed,
there were at least 70 completed individual attempts to send Morse to the computer.
There were many 'test' runs as well, usually to gauge the computer's acceptance

of the sender's fist. No record of these
tests was retained, but they did show that
some returned for repeat tries seven times!
Some 50 texts were sent during copying
runs.
'When shown the computer screen
copy of their first sending attempts, most
senders were appalled to see the number
of dollar signs intermingled with their text.
These appear on undecodable symbols
usually when two letters are run together.
A common error is the running together
of the '0' and 'F' in 'OF '. Conversely,
when spaces between letters become too
long, spaces appear in the middle of words.
'What was most pleasing to observe,
was the extra effort applied to the sending
after the reasons for the faults shown were
explained. In every case marked improvement followed. Several runs enabled some
of the competitors to adjust well to the
strict, non-compromising receiving software algorithm.
, Another observation was that the initial nervousness reduced markedly after
one or two test runs . It is an unnerving
experience, to be suddenly thrust into a
position where individual skills are being
displayed publicly.
'Receiving computer Morse is easy.
But transcribing to paper is not so simple
when you have copied all your Morse
QSOs in your head for so many years.
When asked how fast they would like to
commence receiving, most competitors
estimated their top speed accurately, and
found that adapting to computer sent Morse
was not too difficult.
'But sending correctly to a computer
at high speed is very difficult, as many
found out. However, it can be accomplished.

'Certificates of Morse proficiency were
awarded to all participants whose performance met the correctness criteria as set out
in the rules. All those who received prizes
also received certificates.'

The above information was extracted
from 'The Morseman' column by Gary
Bold UlAN. in Break-In. journal of

NZART
GMORSE Allocated to MEGS
AFTER A LONG WAIT, the callsign
GMORSE has now been allocated to the
Morse Enthusiasts Group Scotland
(MEGS). The group is a 'club of the air'
which aims to foster and encourage the
use of Morse at all levels of achievement.
Look out for this unique call when it is
used with MEGS' weekly skeds around
3.530MHz on Monday and Thursday
evenings at 7.30 p.m. local time.
Enquiries about the group should
be addressed to the Chairman, George
Allan GM4HYF, 22 Tynwald Avenue,
Rutherglen, Glasgow G73 4RN, or to the
Secretary, Stewart Spence GM3YCG,
90 Simshill Road. Gla<;gow G44 SEN.

Morsecodians at Longreach
AN END OF AN ERA REUNION at the
Stockman's Hall of Fame, Longreach,
Queensland on June 27-28 marked the
changeover from the last manual telephone
service in Australia to automatic working.
During this event early Morse telegraph equipment was loaned by the Post
and Telecommunications Historical Society of Queensland and operated by Keith
Drury, an ex-telegrapher with Queensland
Railways, and Ray Langtip, an ex-PMG
telegraphist, working Telecom-provided
'Iandline' circuits to Brisbane and Canberra.
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About 580 messages were LranSmilled
from visitors at Longreach for posLal despatch from the stations at Brisbane and
Canberra and donations received for these
messages mised around $AlOOO for the
Royal Flying Doctor Service.
Report from John lIoulder, Charnwood, ACT, Australia

Free Morse Program
GARY BOLD ZLlAN is a physicist at
the University of Auckland and has been
an amateur since 1960. CW has always
been his main mode of operation and
Morse is second nature lO him. Since 1987
he has written the 'Morseman ' column
in Break-In, journal of NZART, and he
makes available to readers his own Morse
learning progrdms as follows:
TEACH is a 'SLarl from scratch' code
teacher which teaches all Morse characters from their sound.
RNDM generates random code groups at
any speed, at any audio frequency, from
any subset of characters, printing each code
group on the screen after it has been senl.
FSEND sends any ASCII file as Morse.
KBD is a Morse keyboard simulator with
anything typed on the keyboard sent as
audio Morse.
RWD is a random word sender. 1L reads
any ASCII file, pulls out individual words
and sends them in random order. This

Jterns of news for indusion in

this feature sfwuU 6e sent to
crony Smitfi, 1 crasfi PUue,
Lorufun 9{J llPYl
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provides practice in reading 'real words'
without the possibility of anticipating what
follows.
MREAD reads Morse after connecting a
key between pins 5 and 6 of the RS-232
port. IL decodes what is sent and prinLS
it on the screen. IL can be of great assistance in learning to send readable Morse or
improving existing performance.
TRI is a lriambic keyer, not part of the
learning package but fun to play with.
All sent codes in these programs use
Farnsworth spacing up to 14 wpm but any
other Farnsworth speed can be set while
programs are running if this is desired.
All programs are wrillen in BASIC
and require GWBASIC, QBASIC or a
compatible interpreter to run them. A long
README ASCII text file explains everything. Some of the advice given is based
on the New Zealand plain language
amateur Morse test but learners aiming
for the new UK QSO based test can still
master the code using the teaching techniq ues of these programs and can generate
suitable material in preparation for their
own test via some of the other programs.
This software is FREEW ARE offered
without charge by Gary Bold ZLlAN, via
Morsum Magnificat. It may be copied and
passed on, unmodified, to anyone who
needs il. ILS purpose is to promote amateur CW operation by teaching Morse to
beginners and encouraging them to use it
on the air. It can also help existing operators improve their present performance.
By arrangement with Gary Bold, these
progmrns can be obtained in the UK by
MM readers free of charge by sending a
formatted 3.5in disk (IBM format), together with a SLarnped addressed envelope for
iLS return, to Tony Smith, 1 Tash Place,

London NIl IPA. Please allow at least 3
weeks for its return in case there is a rush
in response to this offer! This service is
initially available only to MM subscribers
but it is hoped to make it available to
others at a later date. Users' comments
will be welcomed.

The Vail Correspondent
EDITED BY TOM FRENCH WlIMQ, a
new qmli1erly journal, The Vail Correspondent, has just been launched.
The first issue, October 1992, contains
a close look at the 'Junior' model Mac
Key of 1936, as well as news items, hints,
and ads, all of interest to key collectors.
Full details of the new publication
arc available from The Vail Correspondent, Box 88, Maynard, MA 01754, USA.

News from Duxford
THE DUXFORD RADIO SOCIETY'S
radio station GB2IWM has operated
every Sunday, on Flying Days, and on
some weekdays, during the main visitors'
season this year at the Imperial War
Museum's Duxford Airfield, using both
SSB and CWo
Operation is from the Radiocommunications Room where many visitors from
home and abroad have been welcomed.
One aspect of the Society'S activities is
the encouragement of visitors to become
interested in amateur radio and a free
information sheet is available selling out
the Morse code together with the phonetic
alphabet. One enthusiastic visitor, aged
six, returned after a week having learned
the alphabet!
The Society welcomes members
interested in the history of all aspects of
armed forces (including clandestine) radio,

whether in an active or corresponding capacity. To further its work, it particularly
welcomes archivists, collectors, curators,
photographers, researchers, restorers, translators, writers and radio operators, CW or
otherwise.
Further information about the Society
is available from The Secretary DRS,
95 Northolt Avenue, Bishop's Stonford,
Herts CM23 5DS, England.
Information from Duxford Radio
Newsleller, Summer/Autumn 1992

Icelandic Novices
NOVICES IN ICELAND can be heard
on CW only, crystal controlled, with up
to 5 watts input, on 3.500-3.600, 7.0007.040 and 21.000-21.150MHz, plus
3.633MHz (the country's main chat
frequency). Look for three-letter TF
calls with the third leller N, eg, TF3GBN,
especially around 3.560MHz.
The Novice test is administered by the
Icelandic Amateur Radio Union (IRA).
The minimum age for a Novice licence is
14, and the licence must be upgraded within two years or it expires.
Morse teaching is by the sound-alike
method (e.g., Cheeky-Charlie, QueerKhaki-Cow, as per MM8, p.1 0). The teacher tells a short story which ends with the
sound and rhythm of the letter being taught.
The student then draws a picture based on
the story and docs other exercises to engrave the leller sound in the mind, eventually going on to speed exercises. After six
evenings of study he is deemed ready for
an on-the-air course using his Novice call.
These courses arc held on demand, mainly by 1F3KB.
Information from Reynir 11. Stefansson, Reydarfirdi, Iceland
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WAS VERY INTERESTED in the
at first and discovered that I had to ban
articIc by ZL 1AN about the Aecuthe use of any other keyer or key while I
keyer (' Keyers with Automatic
tried to master it. The character spacing
Spacing', MMI5, p. 12). I had never heard
is easy enough to get used to, but the
of it, but I do have an American commerword spacing is something else! I found,
cially made electronic keyer with autoand still do, that it requires a lot more
malic character and word spacing, the
concentration to operate this keyer propSpace-Malic 2lB,
erly than it does
made by Data
with an ordinary
Engineering Inc.,
keyer.
which I bought in
I agree with
ZLlAN, however,
1972. A few years
after I bought it I
that once you have
heard that they had
got used to it and
been taken over by
can keep the padanother company
dle slightly ahead of
the keyer the end
so if the keyer is
still made today it
result is just like
will be under a difmachine Morse,
i.e., perfect in
ferent name.
every respect. HavWhen I got the
keyer by mail oring got used to the
der from the USA
automatic
inserby Ken Randall GD3RFH
it had a 115 volt
tion of spaces between characters
mains transformer
and words, the only
which I had to subthing that occasionally goes wrong is if I
stitute with a 230V transformer. I also
too long between characters. A word
linger
had a solid-Slate paddle, the Electronic
space
is then inserted and nothing can be
Feather Touch Key, from the same firm,
so thaL the only mechanical component in
done about it while the keyer sends the
space; the paddle is locked out!
the chain from fingers to keying the transAt one point I built a Curtis keyer
miller was a reed relay.
using the 8044AM chip and PCB, which
I later changed as many of the TIL
was very good, the meter being more of
chips as I could for equivalent CMOS
a gimmick than anything else. But going
types as I found the mains transformer got
back to an 'ordinary' keyer, after using
rather hot after an extended period of opthe Space-Malic 21B, I found I was runerating. Using CMOS ICs resulted in the
ning everything together. I had become
transformer running barely warm and did
reliant on the keyer inserting spaces for
not affect the operation of the keyer at ali.
I found the keyer very difficult to use
me without realising it!

The Space-Matic 21 B
Keyer
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Circuit of the Space-Mafic 21 B

Maker's Descriptioll
The Space-Matic 21 B instruction
lea/let describes the keyer as follows:
'The SPACE-MATIC 218 is an advanced keyer which allows the user to
choose between a keyer with no dot or
dash memory, with a dot memory, with a
dash memory, or with both dot and dash
memories, each selection is provided with
manual or automatic character and word
spacing_ These selections are controlled
by three rear panel switches_

The keyer can function with a single
paddle or dual paddle key_ A dual paddle
allows the keyer to function in the iambic
mode, providing alternative dots and
dashes when both paddles are squeezed_
Advanced dot and dash memories, when
selected by rear panel switch, automatically insert a dot in a series of dashes or a
dash in a series of dots. The memories
insure against missed dots or dashes caused
by momentary input key closures. Key
closures extending to the end of the
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dot-dash space arc allowed with the
paddle key.
assurance of no additional dot or dash.
TRANSMITTER: Used to connect
This wide keying lOlemnce makes the
keyer output to LIansminer.
Space-Matic 21B more accurate and ex12VDC: Provided for applying remote
LIemely easy to use. Jam-proof spacing
12 volL DC for keyer operation.
is provided for dots, dashes, chamcters
MONITOR TONE: Used to adjust the
and words. Dot and dash spacing is autopitch of the monitor's oscillator.
mmically addCd following each dot and
WEIGHT RATIO: Used to increase or
dash. When selected by the rear panel
decrease the dot/dash-to-space falio. In
switch, chardcter spacing, e.g. (T H E) is
mid-position rmio is I: 1.
DOT MEMORY: Used to activate or
automatically added following the last dot
or dash element which makes up each
deactivate the keyer' s input dOl memory .
DASH MEMORY : Used to activate or
character. Word spacing, e.g. (THE KEYERS ARE) is automatically added followdeactivate the keyer's input dash memory.
ingthelastcharacter
AUTO. CHAR. &
.
SPACE-MATIC 21 KEVER
which makes up Instant self' starting. self.completing dots, dashes, WORD SPACand associated dot, dash, character and word IN(' U
I
.
each word.'
spaCing. Adjustable weighting. 3 .5·85 wpm. Built.
J: Se( to acLJ in sidetone and speaker. Iambic. Dot and dash
d
'
memories. Suitable for use with all standard keys. vate or
eacl1 vate
Front Panel
$89.50 the automatic char,"'" '.\"-" .. ,, .... ,',-.,'"
COil troll'
acter and word
.~ ~ ~~.
'VOLUME: Used
spacing features.'
to adjust the volume
:
of the sidetone monOther Information
_.... -,- :......
'REED RELAY
itor. Includes AC
on-off power switch.
OUTPUT: The outFUNCTION A 1972 advertisement for the Space·maac 21 put of the keyer is in
SWITCHthe form of a heavy
Normal: During normal operation the
duty reed relay. The relay is capable of
switch remains at this position. Sell' test:
handling plus or minus 2S0YDC or
This position allows 100% operation of
peak YAC atlOOOmA, or20 watlS, whichthe keyer without keying the auached trdnsever is greater.
FACTORY ADJUSTMENTS: There
mitter. Dot-tune: Used for transmitter
tuning where a sLIing of dots is recomarc three adjusLrnents in the keyer assembly. These adjusLrnents have been engimended, such as for SSB LIansmitters.
neered with small variable resi stors to
Tune: Used for tuning where a steady
provide the user ease in performing adtune is permissible.
jusLrnents if required. These adjusLrnents
SPEED: Variable from 5 to 65 wpm.
are (1) weight ratio, (2) maximum speed,
Rear Panel Controls
(3) minimum speed.'
KEY: Provision for manual keying with a
The Feather Touch Key will be
straight key.
described In a future article in MM
PADDLE: Connection for a single or twin

•.

.. -.~.:
"
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G4ZPY
PADDLE KEYS INTERNATIONAL
41 MILL DAM LANE, BURSCOUGH,
ORMSKIRK, LANCS., ENGLAND L40 7TG
TEL. (0704) 894299
Following International success with our Very High Speed
Twin Paddle Key, we now proudly present another World Winner
which will complement the VHS and all other Paddle Keys.

THE NEWG4ZPV MINIATURE IAMBIC
ELECTRONIC KEVER
This little beauty, measuring only 80 x 80 x 20mm, is probably
the most versatile I,m1bic available; and at a practical price.
No; we are not using anyone else's Micro-processor. This is
a new one that has been progr.unmed to our specifications.
We also fit this little Gem under our Twin Paddle Keys,
making them into the very attractive

NEW G4ZPV COMBO
Star features of this dynamic duo are too
numerous to mention here

For information on all our Products, just send a
9" x4" SASE. (CB), or 21RCs Overseas
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"..._ SEARL Y AS 1811 a signal
naval rations. In 1852 the system was
expanded by establishing a further station
station, based on naval
practice, was established in
at Low Head which was right at the
Tasmania and by 1818 there were newsmouth of the river. For some reason,
paper reports about land clearance in the
messages to and from LauncesLOn Post
Tamar Valley (the approach route from
Office passing over the first link were
the Tasman Sea in the north to the port of
tnmsmillcd by signal flag.
Launccston) to facilThe Semaphore
itate the establishsystem operated for
ment of a line of
23 years, when it
signal stations in
was superseded by
that area.
the electric telegraph
In fact, many
only four years after
years passed before
the first telegraph
Origins and Development
a Semaphore sigservice was estabby E.F. Jones G3EUE
nalling system was
lished on the mainconstructed there.
land. The earlier
Improvements had
system had its disto be made to navigation on the river and
advantages, being particularly affected by
a lighthouse and pilots' cottages buill. By
winter fog, summer haze and mechanical
1835 the system had been completed and
breakdown. Nevertheless, business peoa newspaper notice stated that messages
ple opposed the change, regarding the
could be scnt and received 'from Windproposal as a 'backward step', no doubt
mill Hill (Launceston) to George Town,
due to the fact that the visual system was
by the mouth of the river, in very few
convenient to monitor and easily read.
minutes on a clear day'.
This system enabled the movement of
Tenders Invited
In 1856, the Colonial Secretary's
shipping to and from LauncesLOn to be
Office in Hobart issued a call for tenders
monitored and the 30 miles were covered
to consLructtelegraph lines from the north
by five stations with the base at the Post
Office and the look-out at George Town,
to Hobart and they accepted one from a
firm of Canadian contractors, Messrs
close to the mouth of the river. The greatButcher, Estage & Carroll, who had
est distance between the relay posts was
15 miles; the masts being 60 feet high
experience in the construction of the
with 16 foot signalling anTIS.
telegraph in Victoria.
The senior partner and engineer, W.H.
Ex-convict Operators
Butcher, was appointed by the Tasmanian
government as the Superintendent of
Each station was manned by a ship's
officer whilst the operators were exTelegraphs in Hobart. His brother became
convicts on ticket-of-leave living on full
the operator in Launceston. The cost of

The Telegraph in
Tasmania
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the construction and equipment was:
George Town to Launceston, £62. lOs.
Od. a mile; Hobart to Mount Lewis,
£57. Os. Od. a mile; Launceston to Hobart,
£52. Os. Od. a mile. Twelve sets of Morse
recording apparatus cost £45. Os. Od. a set
and additionally 400lb of register paper
and 1501b of Groves cells (baueries) were
obtained. Completion of the telegraph
was required six months from the date of
the contract.

in April 1858, having gained a senior position with contractors McNaughton & Co.
of Launceston, and went to England to
supervise the construction of the first
submarine cable to link Tasmania with
the mainland. On his recommendation
Mr J. Reynolds Ball was appointed his
successor.
Confusingly, there were two senior
posts of Inspector and Superintendent of
Telegraphs. Butcher held the lauer posi-

Morse telegraph station, c.1900.
National Postal & Telecommunications Museum, Hobart

There were numerous applications for
the post of Superintendent of Telegraphs,
including one from a Mr Edwin Pears on
14 March 1857 who claimed, 'I have seen
the working of the English telegraphs and
have a pmctical acquaintance with Morse's
system - the one proposed to be adopted
in this Colony.' However, records show
that W.H. Butcher received the appointment on 1 July 1857. He resigned the post

tion whilst the Director of Public Works,
Mr W.R. Falconer, was also the Inspector
of Telegraphs. In practice, Butcher was
the builder and operator while Falconer
controlled the financial side on behalf of
the Colonial Treasurer.

First Telegraphic Message
The Hobart Town Mercury newspaper
reported that the first telegraphic message
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Top section of telegraph pole using a locally cut Cypress Pine pole
(erected 1871); part of the great overland Darwin to Port Augusta line
completed in 1872. Ths pine grows natiially in the area and is impervious
to v.tJite ants and other termites.
National Postal & Teiecommunications Museum, Hobart
from Hobart to LaunceslOn had been dispatched by themselves
on 8 July 1857 and an answer received on the same day , by
courlesy of Mr BUlcher, then described as 'Inspeclor of Telegraphs in Tasmania' .
A separdle report records thal the flISl lelegram was senl
over the line by Mr E.S. Chapman of the Australian newspaper
on behalf of the Mercury bUl much lO the disappointmenl of
lhe originalor the lexl of the message appeared flrsl in the
Australian.
Several messages were sem thaL day unlil a break occurred
in the under-waler cable al BridgewaLer, near Hobart, where the
line crossed the River Derwenl. The line was officially opened
for public use on 10 Augusl 1857. The
Mercury report ended on a sour note of
Brooke and Morrison StreeLS which is close
condemnation of the aCLiviLies of certain
by the original sileo
other papers which used the report of
Eventually the office was re-Iocaled in
their iniLiaLive, 'The miserable aborLions
the Old Guard House, aL the corner of
in this city - mis-called newspapers Elizabeth and Macquarie StreeLS in the
heart of the CilY. In 1859 the Mercury had
have filched from us, withoul the slighlest
acknowledgement, the whole of our expublished an edilorial aboul the aClion of
the Imperial Authorilies in releasing all
traordinary verbatim et literative . We
are, at all Limes, quite willing to imparl a
manner of buildings and stalions hitherto
IitLle vitality to these wrelched prinLS with
used for Convicl purposes and had sugexLraCLS from this journal, bUl as our imelgested thaL the Old Guard House would
ligence is obtained by great personal
make an ideal site for a lelegraph staLion
(Ialer, in 1883, lhis building housed
exertions and by means not available to
the pilferers, we expect, at leasl, an
Hobart' s flrstlelephone exchange).
acknowledgment of transfer'!
Submarine Cable
Telegraph Hotel
A major developmem in communicaButcher controlled the Hobart TeleLions was a series of attempLS to link
graph office which had been set up near
Tasmania with the mainland. As early as
1853, before a Morse telegraph line had
the wharves in a building previously
been constructed anywhere in Australia,
occupied by the water police. That acLivity is commemorated by the appropriately
the Royal Society of Tasmania had
named 'Telegraph Hotel' on the comer of
debated a report by W.J. Macquorn
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Rankine, of Glasgow, Scotland, who had
proposed a submarine cable from the
mainland to Tasmania to link up with the
proposed Great Empire Trunk Telegmph
Line which would connect Europe to
Australia via India and Malaysia.
The first Tasmanian under-water
cable, 117 miles long, was laid in 1859.
By comparison, the UK/Holland link was
113 miles long. Unfortunately, operation
was unsatisfactory and erratic and, due
lO major defccts, it was abandoned in
1861. The Superintendem of the line, Mr
F.A. Parker, reported that 'it was never in
working order. .. and business seldom
commenced, until II, 12, or 10'c1ock'.
A second cable, via a differem route,
was completed in 1869. Although subjected to abrasion problems, it opemted
without serious breakdown umil 1884. In
1868 the British Government had signed
an Agreemem with the Cable Company
(which also had an interest in the imercominental cable) gnUlting it the exclusive right of submarine communication
between Victoria and Tasmania for a
period of thirty years, commencing from
the date the company opened telegraphic
communication between the two Colonies.

In all, six submarine cables were laid
between Victoria and Tasmania over a
period of fifty years (1859-1909). In 1906,
the Marconi Company gave a successful
demonstration of wireless telegraphy
over the Tasman Sea but the existence
of the submarine cable link meant that
there was no official enthusiasm for the
new medium.
Landline and submarine cable Morse
telegraphy continued through the first half
of the twemieth century until, as elsewhere,
it was overtaken and eventually replaced
by other telegraphic systems and by
telephonic communication.

The National Postal and Telecommunications Museum in Hobart holds an
interesting collection of early telegraphic
equipment.
The items arc identified as
being typical of the period but it was not
possible, when [ visited there recently, to
obtain confirmation that all the exhibits
had been in service in Tasmania. With the
kind permission of the museum [ t(x)k a
number of photographs, two of which arc
used to illustrate this article.

To the Outside World

References

An important date in the history of
Tasmanian communication with the outside world was the completion in 1872
of a telegraph line between Darwin in the
Northern Territory (terminal of the newly
laid overseas cable) and Port Augusta,
South Australia, which enabled the first
message to be transmitted to England
from Tasmania on October 20 of that
year, with one received from London
three days later.

Brochure, 'Tamar Valley Signal Stations'.
Archives Office of Tasmania.
The Hobart Town Mercury newspaper.
Ta<;manian Historical Research Association - extract from report, June 1953.
National Postal & Telecommunications
Museum, Hobart, Tasmania.
Telccommunications Society of Australia
Clear Across Australia, by Ann Moya!.
Seas no Longer Divide, by AJan Tulip.
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HE PRINCIPLE AIM of BTC is
Applicants from outside
to stimulate Morse telegraphy on
Europe - two-way CW
all amateur radio bands, between
contacts with 5 different ON
stations.
Belgian stations themselves, and between Belgian and foreign stations.
Short-wave listeners should
The club is a member of the European
include details of both stations
CW Association and as full EUCWheard in the qualifying QSOs
club members, BTC
I is ted
members are entiin their applications.
LIed to participate in
Membership
all EUCW activities
Diploma
arranged by other
The Belgian Telegraphy club (BTC)
Contacts made
member-clubs or by
on
any band after
EUCW itself (see
1980 are
1
January
MM18, p.22).
valid
to
meet
memThere are no
bership requirespeed requirements
ments and all new
or other restrictions
members receive an
on membership and
attractive
BTC
foreign mem bers
membership diploare welcome.
ma, A4 size, (see
left) printed in four
Membership
colours on glazed
Requirements
card.
All radio amateurs and short-wave
List oj Members
listeners (SWLs)
The
current
willing to identify
membership is apwith the principle
proximately 280. A
aim of the club may
list of members is
become members of
available on receipt
BTC after confirmof an SASE from
ing the following
The BTC Membership Diploma
Belgium, or selfcontacts:
addressed envelope plus 1 x IRC from
Applicants from Belgium (ON) other countries.
two-way CW contacts with 15 different
A rubber stamp with the BTC logo
ON stations.
(as reproduced at the top of this page) is
Applicants from Europe (outside
available to members for 400 BF, £6.00,
Belgium) - two-way CW contacts with
or US$13.00.
10 different ON stations.

Club Profile- 6
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Proposed A ward
It is planned to introduce a 'Worked
BTC' award, possibly in the Spring of
1993.
Applications
Applications for membership, enclosing log extracts confirming the qualifying

1(eaders'Ws
WANTED
Key & Plug Assembly No 9, various
types. Particularly wanted, three-bridge
ZNCAN 0982 Key & Plug Assy No 9.
Have other No 9 Assemblies for trade.
Write to Chris Bisaillion VE3CBK,
1324 Old Carp Road, RR No I, Kanata,
Ontario K2K IX7, Canada.
AIM Publication AP1086, Issue t. Has
anyone a copy for disposal or can anyone .
suggest how I might obtain a copy? Murmy Willer VE3FRX, 557 Spadina Road,
Toronto, Ontario M5P 2W9, Canada.

The organiser of YOP is Andy Troubachov UA3PIP, who has recently had
several interesting lellers published in
Morsum Magnificat. If readers are interested in writing to him for information
about the new club please send an s.a.e.
or IRC to: MM, 1 Tash Place, London
NIt IPA, England, for Andy's address in
Russian. This is needed as, owing to problems with the postal service, envelopes
addressed to him in English text do not
always reach their destination.

contacts (no QSL cards), and a fee of 10
IRCs or 5 OM or US $3.00 or 100 BF,
should be sent to Luc Vinck ON7VU,
BTC Award Manager, BoekweitIaan 3,
B-2500 Lier, Belgium. (Allow 2 months
delivery for the diploma).
MM
(Our thanks to ONlVU for his assistance in preparing this profile).

Manual Circuit for SAlT ER400
Marine Transm iller. Good price paid.
Tony Bull G3ICB, 91 Lower Way,
Thatcham, Berks RG 13 4RS, England.
Tel: 0635 864345.
Technical Manual, or Schematic, for
Siphon Recorder, US Navy type SC-lO,
made by Waters-Conley, Minnesota.
Please contact John Gilbert ON4AGJ,
Rustenburgstr. 73, 8000 Brugge, Belgium.

EXCHANGE
French collector has a number of
keys for exchange (French, German,
American, Italian, Czech, Jap,Ulese), some
from I 920s. Send for details to Jean
Ie Galudec, 26 Rue de I'OraLOire, 54000
Nancy, France.

UNDER 29 AND ENJOYING CW? JOIN
US! LET'S HAVE FUN TOGETHER!
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N RESPONSE to our request in
MM23 for readers' views on the
CMOS Super Keyer II, two reports
have been received on this highly advanced
memory keyer which was originally described in the November 1990 issue of
QST, and is now featured in the ARRL

Handbook.
The first is from Gary Bold ZLlAN,
who reviewed the Super Keyer II kit in his
'Morseman' column in Break-In, journal
of NZART, May 1992, as follows:

Simple 10 Assemble
There's only one (socketed) chip, two
transistors, and a handful of passive
components. An easy hour's work, to stuff
and solder the board.
It took longer to put

Software Driven
This keyer is philosophically different
from any other keyer you'll have used.
The schematic (copyright, printed here
with permission) tells us that the chip is
a CMOS 68HC705C8 microprocessor,
clocked with a 2MHz cemmic resonator.
Instead of hard-wired logic, this keyer is
driven by software stored in an 8K
PROM on the chip - whieh also has
enough RAM to store 220 characters in
up to four messages. The Slate of the four
push-to-make buttons which you mount
on the top of the case, ami the dOl/dash
paddle inputs, are read from six biLS of
an VO port.
The sidetone speaker is driven via Q2,
and the output
(KEY) via Q I, from

The CMOS

it into a box, preused but new looking,
from
the
junk-box, with a
three-cell bauery
holder for the three
penlight NiCads I
decided to power it with, mount some
jacks and connect a speaker. You need
a speaker, as I'll describe later.
It's simple to assemble, and you can
hardly do anything wrong ·except make
inadvertent solder bridges. It went immediately. The ten-page manual and tutorial
were clear, well typeset, not in 'Japanese
English', and told me everything I needed
to know.
The tutorial is set up for three nominal
learning sessions. And to familiarise yourself with all of this keyer's capabilities,
you'll need them.

two other port bits.
The speed pot, R 13,
in conjunction with
the Liming capacitor,
C8, forms an RC
Lime const.ant which
is sensed, in sortware, with yet another port bit. I had a red
LED already mounted on the front of my
used box so I wired that in for a bit of
visual impact. The tone coming through
the monitor now flashes the LED as well.

Super Keyer II

..,
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Zappy!
You don't switch it off. After two
seconds of inactivity, the clock stops and
the keyer powers down to into a 'wait'
mode, drawing less than 10 JlA. It starts
again immediately you do anything. It's
really a little computer, and this is what
makes it so versatile.

Versatile

knob range can be set to any 3: 1 ratio. I've
set mine for 12 to 36 wpm.
'Tnn' sets the sidetone frequency to
nnO (500-900)Hz. You can choose the
speed al which the keyer talks to you,
and you talk to it. You can tell it to set
lhe clement weight, and/or speedindependent weighling compensalion,
reverse the dOL and dash paddles, lurn

Boy, is it versatile! Al the simplest
level its just a well-behaved RF-immune
iambic keyer, with the usual analogue knob
which varies the speed linearly over a 3:1
range.
Now the eyebrow raisers. You can
command and interrogale this keyer in
Morse, using the paddles. A command
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Circuit of the CMOS Super Keyer 2
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sequence is iniliaLed by pushing bunons I
and 2 simultaneously. The keyer sends
'F' through the speaker (thal's why you
need il) withoul keying the lransminer,
and waits lO be lold whal lO do. Now you
can send one of 18 different commandseach a different Morse Ieller - some followed by digits.
Examples: 'M' loggles the audio
side lone on or off. 'S25' sets the speed at
25 (range 06 to 60) wpm, al the currenl
knob position. This means thal the speed

I~I

1=

©Copyright Idiom Press

lhe oUlpul on conlinuously for luning
purposes, lum the paddle into a hand key,
and several other things. Including loading messages, bUl we'll come lO that.

Emulation Options
Bul there arc lWO commands that sold
me on it. The 'Y' command changes the
keyer timing emulation, lO one of ten
options. It can emulale both Curtis 'A'
and 'B' (Accukeyer) timing, and another
inleresling one called 'Super Keyer II'
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timing. Each is emulaLed fully iambically,
with a choice of both or either dot and
dash memories. Or it can emulate straight
iambic timing, with no memories! That
means, for Field Day, multi-operator
contest, or 'shopping mall demonstration'
occasions, you can set the keyer up to
feel comfortable for whocver sits down in
front of it - including changing the poodle
polarity for left-handed or 'finger-dot'
senders!
Super Keyer II timing is subtly different from Curtis 'A' or 'B', but much
closer to 'B' (Accukeyer). I can use it, and
the manual suggests that you try it because you mighL like iL. I haven'L decided
yeL.
The 'A' command Loggles aULospace
on and off, and regular readers know
I'm Hamdom's greatesL auLospace fan. In
fact, my fingers and brain have auLospace
rellexes so deeply embedded thaL I can't
send accurately withouL iL. Now at last I
have anoLher keyer which exacLly emulaLes Andrew, the faithful original James
GarreLL PCB TIL Accukeyer, veLeran of
thousands of QSOs, who sits resignedly
on his shelf, his knob gathering dusL. I'm
sure he knows that I may never use him
again!

Memories
This keyer also has four memories. To
load one, you depress any bULton for two
seconds until the keyer beeps and sends
'C'. Then you send the message with the
paddle. After each word, you pause until it
sends a fast high-pitched 'I'. If you make
a mistake, send the error character. It erases the word, plays back the last (correct)
word before that and waits for you to
enLer the bad one again. When finished
20

you press the button again briell y. Now, to
play that message you just depress thaL
button. You can queue up to eight buLlon
pushes. You can load at any speed and
replay at any speed. Since you never
switch it off, the messages never go away.
There's more. You can embed pauses
and timed spaces in messages. In memory
2, I have:
RST (B (B - NAME GARY GARY ES
QTH AUCKLAND AUCKLAND
When it comes LO each '(B', iL waits
for you to send a word LerminaLed with a
word space. I send 57N 57N or whaLever
the report is, twice, and the keyer conLinues with the resL of the message! There are
nine other embedded 0pLions, including
speed changing, sending an (auLomaLically incremenLed) conLeSL serial number in one of nine formats - branching LO
other messages, or looping back LO the
start of this message - which sends iL endlessly until you SLOp it with a paddle press,
or press any two buttons simultaneously.
This, in conjuncLion with the Limed pause
function, makes iL ideal for periodically
repeated beacon transmissions.
I've pUL a three by Lhree CQ in
memory 1, so the keyer can call CQ for
me while I'm finding my pencil and
pulling out the 10gsheeL. I pUL the other
staLion's callsign in memory 3, during
his first over. I have ZL IAN in memory
4. ThereafLer, pressing buLlons three and
four in succession sends the callsign
exchange at the start of each over.

Inquiry Mode
With so many options, you'll often
forget how you've set them. So if you
push buttons three and four simultaneously you invoke 'inquiry mode'. The

keyer sends'?' in Morse and waits. Now
you can send one of nine Morse IeLLers
to ask it questions. 'S' causes it to send
you its current speed in wpm. You can
find out what message memory is left,
what keyer it's emulating, what the
weighting, compensation, monitor frequency is, and several other things.
The bottom line. The people who wrote
this software knew what CW operators
do, need and like. This is the only keyer
I've used since 1977 that I'd love to have
developed myself. Highly recommended.

Packet Report
Our second report comes from John L.
Rehak N6HI, who uses CW in his car and
who was so enthusiastic about his Super
Keyer II he put out a report on it on packet
radio immediately after building the kit.
The following are some of his commenL~:
'I was particularly excited by its potential
because [ am strictly a mobile operator
and [ knew that [ could certainly use such
a small battery powered keyer with such
advanced capabilities in the car.
[ added a couple of small "mods" of
my own when I built the unit. [ added a
switch in series with the "keyed line" output jack so that I can disable the keyer's
output and use only the built-in monitor
function without having to unplug the
keyer from my transceiver. This can be
handy for quick "warm up" sessions,
practice, etc., without having to disable
transmiLLing at the rig end.
I also added a second switch (ganged
the
keyer's speed control) to disable all
to
four memory buLLons. The keyer docs not
have a power switch and in its primary

application as a mobile keyer in my car,
when stored between use, it could easily
end up laying against something that would
activate one or more of the memory buttons, keeping it from entering the "sleep"
mode, thus draining down the batteries
prematurely or erasing the message
memories! (I didn't want to simply add
a power switch because removing power
entirely would wipe out my message
memories and other optional settings).

Road Test
[ took it on the road and put it through
its paces on 10 meter CW mobile. [n a
word, it was GREAT! The only lack of
total keyer perfection [ see in this unit is
that the monitor speaker is not really loud
enough to hear easily above the road noise.
This makes re-programming "on-the-road"
a little tricky, but still possible ... I just
have to listen very carefully! For most
normal operation, once the keyer is programmed with my favorite messages, and
options are set, I will rarely have to change
them anyway. I find that having the memories is very handy in the mobile, where
an operator bencfiL~ from anything that
makes operating easier.
This is a fantastic keyer which I fecI
compares favorably with many more
expensive keyers having more knobs or
switches while offering less facilities. The
paddle programming is a great innovation
which makes operation very simple and
allows the keyer to have advanced features without requiring a keypad or lots
of switches.

Improvements to Chip
The above notes were written in
November 1990 and 1 have now built two
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of these keyers. They go together very
easily and I highly recommend the kit
version. My first one ran for 14 months on
its original alkaline batteries ... with no
power switch!
Some very significant improvements
have been made to the chip since the original QST article. The "version II" circuit
includes:
• Curtis and Accu-Keyer timing emulation
• New super-speed "burst mode" up to
990 wpm for meteor scatter
• Soft sectored message memories
• Progmmmable monitor tone
• Useful new control and "embedded"
commands.
I am wildly enthusiastic about this
amazingly clever Supcr Keyer II and recommend it very highly. Of the many
keyers I have used it is by far the best.
73,John N6HI.'
Kit Details

The keyer is available as a partial kit
from Idiom Press, providing a single
40-pin pre-programmed chip plus all onboard components on a printed circuit
board 1.4 x 2.4 inches, with layout diagram and schematic. Other, readily available, parts need to be obtained by the
constructor, i.e., a suitable enclosure, a
4.5 volt battery supply, speaker, potentiometer, push-button switches, all input!
output connectors, and of course the
paddles.
The keyer handles low-voltage,
positive line rigs only, in other words
the typical modem transceiver. Older
equipment with valve (tube) finals or
negative key line will require a suitable
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interface circuit between the keyer and
the transmitter.
Ready-built Versions
An enhanced ready-built version
is available in the USA as the Logikey
Model K-l. This has built-in positive
or negative keying but again requires
external paddles. An optional push-button
accessory bracket is available which fits
any Bencher paddle and, according to the
makers, can be adapted for many other
paddles as well as for the kit.
A German keyer, the Samson
ETM-9C, has the same technology (by
arrangement with Idiom Press) including
positive or negative keying. This comes in
two versions, one with and one without
integral paddles.
Availability or Further Information
The CMOS Super Keyer II kit is
available from Idiom Press, Box 583,
Deerfield, Illinois 60015, USA, price
$48.00 post paid in the USA and 550.00
post paid to all other countries. Payment
in US funds only, credit cards not
accepted.
The ready-built Logikey Model K1
is available from Logikey at the same
address, price S119.95 plus 55.00 shipping in the USA, or 5 lO for airmail worldwide. The Bencher KB-I push-button
bracket is S29.95 plus 55 airmail.
The ready-buill Samson ETM-9C
(with integral paddles) or the same keyer
without paddles, the ETM-9COG, is
available in the UK from Frank H. Watts
G5BM, Woodland View, Birches Lane,
Newent, Glos. GLl8 lDN (see MM24,
page 5, for further details).

MM
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Competition 1992
Find a Morse Palindrome
A palindrome is a word which reads the
same backwards or forwards, for example,
MADAM, DEIFIED, TOOT, REFER .
The competition is to find the longest
possible Morse palindrome, i.e., a word which
spells the same backwards or forwards in
Morse symbols. An example is WAITING
which has 15 symbols.
The winner will be the reader who submits the longest Morse palindrome with more

"'Make a Morse palindrome and
win a year's free subscription
toMM!
"'Nominate a Morse friend for a
similar prize!
"'Consolation offer to unsuccessful nominees!
"'Help MMby telling your Morse friends about
our magazine!
than 15 Morse symbols (i.e ., dots and dashes,
excluding spaces). In the event of a tic the
winner will be drawn from a hat containing
all tied entries . .

I'rizes
The prize will be one year's free subscription to MM continuing on from the winner's
existing subscription, ALSO one year's immediate subscription to a friend (not already
subscribing to MM) nominated by the winner.

RULES:
1. The competition is open only to subscribing readers of Morsum Magnificat, world-wide.
2. Only one entry is permitted from each subscriber.
3. All words submitted must be in the English language (but not acronyms) and found in a recognised
English or American dictionary and the number of Morse symbols claimed must be stated.
4. Entries must be accompanied by the name and address of a friend nominated for the 'friend's
subscr~tion' prize. Entries without such a nomination cannot be accepted.
4. Entries should be sent to Morsum Magnificat, 9 Wetherby Close, Broadstone, Dorset BH18 8JB,
England, to be received not later than 27 March 1993. This late closing date has been chosen
to give overseas subscribers who receive MM by surface mail an opportunity to take part in the
competition.
5. The winner will be announced in the Spring 1993 issue of Morsum Magnificat, MM27.
6. No correspondence can be entered into. The Editor's decision is final on all matters relating to this
competition.
Consolation OJJer to Nominees
All unsuccessful nominees will be offered the opportunity of a special first year's
subscription to MM - five issues for the price of four!
So tell a friend about Morswn Magnificat; get him or her to help with the competition to
increase your chance of success; and include the nanle and address of your nominee when
you send your competition entry.
You need do nothing else. We will write to all qualifying nominees with details of our
'consolation offer' after the winner has been announced.

(Competition based on a suggestionJrom Bill Guest G4lYB)
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Sftourase
Featuring keys and other collectors' items of telegraphic interest.
If anyone can add to the information given please contact TS
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Circuit arrangements of the key shown in the
photographs opposite. This seems to be a very
unusual key, having a separate spark gap. In the
top view, note the window through which the
spark -gap can be observed.

KD'

UP

In the key-down condition, the voltage across the
spark gap must be high to provide spark, for two
purposes:
(a) To give visual indication of keying, visible
through window in cover.
(b) Perhaps to mute receiver when key down, but
why such high voltage? Perhaps old type of
receiver? Ideas please!
CofiectioNphoto: Jon Hanson GOFJT

Two interesting boxes photographed in a junk shop in Tasmania. Marked:
Lamp Signalling Oaylight - Short range; Case MK 1 : Aust.
Lamp Signalling Oaylight -Long Range. Projector MK II, STROMBERG CARLSON 1942.
Can anyone provide further information about these lamps, particularly what their ranges were?
Photo: Ted Jones G3EUE
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lone learners, have used previous editions of
HIS BOOK was originally written
this book as their standard te)(tbook and no
in 1947 by Margaret Mills G3ACC,
and over the years it has become the
doubt they will continue in the same way with
RSGB's standard publication on learning the
this new edition. No doubt, too, students will
get more benefit from the e)(panded scope of
Morse code.
the book, which will hopefully encourage more
This seventh edition has been completely
of them to look on the Morse test as an
revised and its scope e)(panded by George
Benbow G3HB, who says in his introduction:
introduction to the world of telegraphy, rather
than just a ticket to te'The aim is to interest
lephony on the HF
people in the Morse
bands.
code as a new and different language with
It is encouraging
to see ,m RSGB Morse
which one can compublication that actumunicate world-wide,
ally sets out to proand not to regard it as
an annoying obstacle
mole CW apart from
Seventh (revised) edition, 1992
jusl teaching the code.
in the acquisition of a
A Book Review
It is even more encourClass A licence.'
Eight chapters and
aging to read on page
by Tony Smith
27: 'The Morse code
an appendi)(, in
28 packed pages, inenthusiast will find
clude a brief review of
much of interest in the
quarterly journal Morsum Magnifical which is
the advantages of Morse telegraphy; a short
now published in this country', even though
(and slightly inaccurate) history of Morse; adour address is not given in the book!
vice on memorising, receiving and sending
the code; e)(planations and descriptions of
The Morse Code Jor Radio Amateurs
(7th edition) by George Benbow G3HB, is
straight, semi-automatic (bug), and different
types of electronic keys; details of both the
published by the Radio Society of Great
UK Novice 5 wpm and standard 12 wpm amaBritain, Lambda House, CranboTne Road,
teur Morse tests; nine e)(ercises to help the
Potters Bar, Hens EN6 3JE. RSGB mail
order prices are: (members) £2.98, (nonlearner become proficient in the code; and a
members) £3.51, plus postage ,md packing
list of miscellaneous Morse characters, proce£1.00 (UK) or £2.50 (overseas surface mail ).
dures, punctuation, etc.
Many Morse classes in the UK, as well as
MM

The Morse Code for
Radio Amateurs

G-QRP Club
The G-QRP Club promotes and encourages low-power operating
on the amateur bands with activity periods, awards and trophies.
Facilities include a quarterly magazine, Morse training tapes, kits,
traders' discounts and a QSL bureau. Novices and SWLs welcome.
Enquiries to Rev, George Dobbs G3RJV, 5t Aidan's Vicarage,
498 Manchester Road, Rochdale, Lancs 0L11 3HE. Send a
large s.a.e. or two IRCs.
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HE BENCHER IAMBIC PADDLE
iambic keyers did not allow the use of
represenLed by the BY-I, BY-2 and
iambic keying tcchniques. None the less,
BY -3 models, as well as the special
of all the paddles available on the market
Japanese models JA-I, JA-2 andJA-3, are
commercially at that time, only the FYO
derivations of the legendary FYO paddle
lent ilSClf to easy modification to become
series originated by the late Joe Hill
iambic paddles, and a number of existing
W8FYO. Mr Hill, a talented designer and
FYO paddles were so modified.
machinist, designed
Mr Hill then behis first paddle as a
gan the manufacture
traditional single
of iambic model
lever non-iambic
paddles of similar
paddle for the popdesign to his origiular kcyers of the
nal FYO series, but
day . The most
only a few were
by Bob Locher W9KNI
notable keyer of the
ever sold and, for
time was the famous
reasons unclear, he
W9TO keyer, as
abandoned the busideveloped by Jim Ricks and marketed by
ness. As a result, the existing paddles
the HallicrafLers Company.
became eagerly sought after on the used
The original FYO design featured a
equipment market, often commanding
significant premiums over their original
tension spring attached to a lead screw at
one end for tensioning adjustment, with I selling price. Original and unmodified
single lever FYO paddles became colthe other end attached to a finger pad pivot
frame, with the pivot frame resting on
lectors' items.
hardened steel pivot points. The paddle
A number of firms and individuals
offered a smoothness and responsiveness
are believed to have approached Mr Hill
unmatched by other designs on the marabout securing a licence to his patent with
ket, and quickly achieved cult status among
an eye towards bringing the paddle back
CW opemtors. Although evidence today
to the market. However, Mr Hill secmed
is sketchy, it appears that only a limited
unwilling to enter such an agrecment with
number of these models were ever built
anyone and the FYO paddle remained a
and sold. Mr Hill eventually obtained a
very scarce item. During this time, iambic
patent for his innovative design.
paddles were otherwise being offered by
Yibroplex, Brown Brothers, and Ham
Iambic Techniques
Radio Centre.
George Zielinski W90A, then
Shortly after these paddles became
available, the iambic technique of keying
W90AH, was one of the people trying to
was developed and began to become popsecure such a licence from Mr Hill, but
ular. Paddles such as the original FYO
without success. Frustrated by Mr Hill's
apparent
lack of co-opemtion, Mr Zielindesign and the like, although usable with

The Origination of the
Bencher Paddle
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ski secured a copy of Mr Hill's patent and
had it examined by a professional patent
attorney, Bill Serp W9RER, now W9RT,
and asked for a professional opinion. Mr
Serp reached the conclusion that the original patent was certainly valid, but only
covered a single lever non-iambic paddle.

which they had paid money, giving them
the exclusive right to manufacture the
FYO paddle, and Mr Zielinski holding a
professional legal opinion that the patent
was not valid for iambic paddles. (There
never was a dispute over the validity of
the patent for non-iambic models.)

No Patent Barrier to Iambic Version
Under US patent law, Mr Hill would
have been able to patent the iambic paddle
as an improvement to the original design
within a year after offering the improved
model for sale, but for whatever reason
had not done so. Mr Serp's professional
opinion was that there was no patent
barrier to prevent Mr Zielinski from
bringing an iambic model of the FYO
design onto the market without Mr Hill's
approval. On the basis of this information,
and with no comparable paddle on the
market, Mr Zielinski designed a paddle
similar to the original FYO iambic model
and entered production.
However, unknown to Mr Zielinski,
the highly respected firm HAL Communications of Champaign, Illinois, had managed to secure a licence from Mr Hill to
produce a paddle under Mr Hill's patent.
HAL Communications was at that time
oITering an iambic electronic keyer and
had decided that offering the keyer with
an iambic paddle would help sales.
Licence in hand, HAL initiated their first
production run.
By considerable coincidence, both
HAL and Mr Zielinski decided to
introduce their new paddles at the 1975
Wheaton Harnfest, a winter hamfest held
in the Chicago area. Needless to say a
confrontation quickly occurred, with
HAL possessing a legitimate licence, for

Cheaper Product
While there was of course no question
of HAL's right to manufacture their product, at issue was whether Mr Zielinski had
any right to offer the product he was
demonstrating and selling. It should be
noted that there was a considerable difference in price at that time as well, with
Mr Zielinski's product being significantly
cheaper, adding to HAL's ire. The confrontation ended in a standoff, with
HAL threatening legal action against
Mr Zielinski should he continue to promote his product.
At this point Mr Zielinski's personal
fortunes began to change in other areas.
The death of a relative brought a need for
him to quit his prior job and utke over the
management and eventual ownership of
a hot forging firm. This change placed a
considerable drain on his time. Funher,
with the threat of legal action hanging
over him, Mr Zielinski elected to utke a
very low profile in marketing his paddle
and once his initial production runs were
sold he discontinued offering his paddle,
having sold a few hundred units.
HAL in the meantime continued to
market their paddle, offering it only in
conjunction with their electronic keyer.
However, sales proved disappointing to
HAL and at the same time an internal
costing study revealed to them that they
were losing money on the product at the
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offered selling price. With sales already
at a disappointing level, HAL felt that
they could not raise the price to a level
where they could make an adequate
profit margin, and this led them to quietly
discontinue the manufacture and sale of
their model of the paddle. Once again a
paddle built to the FYO design was no
longer available on the market.

A contact was made with Mr Zielinski
who was, in fact, willing to consider
selling, and after a careful review of the
patent situation negotiations to take over
the line were successfully concluded. Thus
the Bencher paddle was born.
After reviewing the design and the
available tooling, Bencher decided to retool the procluct prior to manufacture, and

Bencher single lever paddle, model 170-22, with chrome base
Enter Bencher Inc.
This situation prevailed for over a
year. Then, K9MM, John Becker, suggested to the author that the author's firm,
Bencher Inc., might have an interest on
purchasing Mr Zielinski's design and
tooling, and re-introduce his version of
the paddle to the market. At that point
Bencher was a firm three years old, engaged in the manufacture of professional
photographic and video copy stands, as
well as graphic arts camera shutters.
The suggestion offered immediate
appeal, as the manufacture of a paddle
would utilise comparable skills to those
already possessed by Bencher employees.

took the opportunity to implement design
changes suggested by Mr Zielinski and
the author. Existing tooling was replaced
with newer fixtures designcd for higher
production at lower cost. Suppliers of
services such as screw machine parts,
painting and plating wcre lined up, and
procluction soon commenced. Advertisements were placed, dealers were appointed, and the first paddles were sold.
No Objections/rom HAL
A meeting was held with the President
of HAL Communications and resulted in
an understanding with HAL. While
HAL felt they had a valid licence and that
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the Bencher product was in violation of
the patent, they none-the-Iess indicated a
recognition of Bencher's point of view,
and indicated that they would not pursue
legal action over an iambic paddle.
The product proved an immediate
success, and for the first few months
Bencher had difficulty mecting demand.
Additional design improvements were
implemented as production continued, and
as sales further increased the tooling was
again changed to allow higher production
at lower cost. (The initial capital cost of
such tooling had caused Bencher to adopt
a less expensive approach until the success of the product was assured.)
The first change made in the paddle
was to use two screws to fasten the finger
pad to the key lever arm. This eliminated a
problem that occasionally occurred when
the screw holding the finger pad would
come loose, generally in the middle of
a QSO. Early Bencher paddles also sufferccl from two notorious failings, upsetting to any operator. As long as the paddle
was used properly everything worked very
well. But should the operator bump into
the finger pads from the wrong angle all
hell broke loose.
Discombobulatioll

The paddle would slip off the pivot
points, invariably closing one or both
contacts and scnding a stream of dots,
dashes, or iambic pairs out over the air.
And, frequently, as a result of being thus
discombobulated, the tension spring
holding everything together would come
loose and go flying, generally ending up
underneath the linear power supply case,
there to remain safely hidden in spite of
the most imaginative curses.
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Curing the spring problem was simple
- the spring end loops which restccl on the
tensioning screws were pinched down to
force them to remain on the screws even
when the paddle assemblies came off the
pivot points. The solution to that problem
took a little more ingenuity, since any
cure could not be accepted that would
reduce the responsiveness of the paddle.
Finally a solution was developed by
drilling and threading a pair of holes in
the centre block. This screw allowed the
frame to move around it without contact
until the assembly might be movccl enough
to allow slipping off the pivot points. At
this point the pivot frame would jam
against the new capture screw, and limit
the movement away from the pivot poinL<;,
thus kccping the paddle from falling apart.
Dependable Performer

These two' fixes' curccl the major problems of the paddle, helping tum a skittish
racehorse into a dependable perfonner, yet
without losing the responsiveness that the
CW operator demands. Other changes
were also made in the paddle as time went
on. The paddle base was changed from
half-inch steel plate to % inch leaded steel
plate to give more weight on the operating
table and rccluce any tendency for movement around the table.
The pivot points were initially chrome
plated brass, but went in progression from
steel eventually to stainless steel, and from
conventional screw machine parts to Swiss
screw machine parts. These moves solved
minor production problems and further
improved the quality of the product.
Fasteners on the paddle, originally
steel plated, were eventually changed to
stainless steel, as was the tension spring.

A special Fahnestock clip was ordered
from a supplier to serve as a lOOl holder
for the adjustment hex wrench. Packaging
the paddle was a problem until Ken
Neuffer W9ZA, a supplier of packaging
materials, came up with a design that
proved effective. Paddles no longer suffered shipping damage.

Finger Pad Tale
The plastic finger pads themselves had
an interesting history. George Zielinski

and simply used the supplier's shipping
box to re-ship the parts to Bencher. Unfortunately for the jobber, the manufacturer
had taped the box closed with packing
tape over-printed with his name and telephone number. A quick phone call found
a new supplier whose per piece cost was,
by remarkable coincidence, exacLly half
of the prior supplier's price.
Eventually, Bencher invested in an
injcction mould tool and began (0 have
the finger pads custom manufactured,

Bencher iambic paddle, model 170-02, with chrome base

had selected them from a cakllogue of
stock plastic parlS from a plastics jobber
in Chicago and Bencher continued to order from that source. Even though the
quantity of parts ordered rose considerably after initial production was begun, the
price remained unallracLively high. None
the less, the actual manufacturer of the
parts could not be located in spite of a
search through industry catalogues.
However, an order for parts coming in
supplied a lucky break. The local jobber
had received his order from his supplier

resulting in more uniform parlS and beller
qUality. One other note of interest on the
finger pads remains. When Bencher first
offered the paddle, several ·calls were
received from amateurs Slating that they
liked the looks of the paddle, but couldn't
it be supplied with RED finger pads?
The author can personally attest that it
required some summoning of tact and
patience to be able to respond politely, if
negatively, to such requests.
continued on page 34
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812 Rece St.

Sargent, Williern D.
Schuyler & Smith
Shain
Shaw Electric Co. (A)
Shawk
Shawk & Barton (V)
Shawk & Foote
Smith, Charles T.
Smith, F.C.
Smith, Gilbert
SpeedWell Iron Works
Splitdorf, H.
Springer ,l.C. (A)
Standard Electric Works
Standard Electric Co. (A)
(A)
... Serne...
Stokell

12See (10)

Telegraph Supply & Mfg. Co.
... Serne...
11llotson
Tillotson & Co.

30 Hanover St.
Same
621 Grend St.

Redding Electrical Co.
Redding, Jerome & Co.
Richards, J.B.
Rogers, H.D. & Co. (A)
Rogers, Henry J .
Rogers, J.

ChlC8!J)
Clevelend
Louisville
Same
New York

262 Broadway

New York

Pa~7

For Morse

[See Schuyler & Smith)
Wm . Baxter & Alfred Vail, principals.
[See Clark & Spl1tdorf)

For Morse

[See Hicks & Shawk)
(S) Hicks & Shawk

(S) U.S.Telegrepho5.SuPP. Co.
100 pounds plus.
[See Knox & Schein)

"improved" Bain's patent.
Same as Henry?

(S) Redding Electrical?
[See House, Royal E.)

~

1871-74 "Dirt Cheep" Instruments
(S) W.B . Cleveland
1874-84
[See BI1ss, Tillotson)
1862-65 General line, Cumming Keeling a partner .

c. 1865 General line
1883-84 "Stevens" k.eys
1886
1888
1846 Megnets

Port rules, registers

1869 Generalline
1870
c. 1844 Megnets
1886 "Herbert" k.ey

c. 1880 Practice sets

1843 Registers

1850
c. 1850 Relays

1884-85 Generalline
1877-82 Same
1854 Registers

I2AI.E.S.. PROPUCTS

Morristown, N.J. 1837-38

Cleveland
Clevelend
Washington
Pittsburgh

Philadelphie

Philadelphie

New York

Boston
Same
New York
Cincinneti

CJ.ll.

130-134 Champleln St. Cleveland
Leader Bldg.
Cleveland

502 Fourth Ave.
410 Third Ave.

162 S. Water St.

1041 Penn Ave.

98 St. Clair St. 12
55 Center St.

ADDRESS

tlM..E.B..

©1986 by Roger W. Reinke. Reprinted by permission from files of the Morse Telegraph Club, Inc.

American Telegraph Instrument Makers 1837-1900 (Part 3)
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8 Dey St.
26 Dey St.
11 Dey St.
8 Dey St.
5 &. 7 DeySt.

APPRESS
New
New
New
New
New

York
York
York
York
York

C1ll.

Beltlmore
Boston
New York
Chicago
Boston

47 Ho1l1dey St.
30 Hanover St.
1 1 Spruce St.
220 Kinzie St.

109 Court St.

Cinclnneti

Reley Stetion, B&'O RR BIIltimore
4 S. Howard St.
Baltimore

·G_r.1 line' products Include It least keys, soooders end rellYs.
(A) Mev hevt been In .gent only, end probably not .n Instrument mlker .
(V) Verlncatlon sought th.t this nrm actuilly mlde Instruments .
(5) SUCC"ded by ...

13 "l1.nuf.clurlng" dropped from title c. 1884.

Zook, Semuel K.

Were, H.
Wetts
WllttS&. Co.
Welch &. Anders
Wessman, Gustev
Western Electric Mfg Co.
Willlems
Williams, Charles Jr.
Woodmen

Veil, Alfred
Viaduct Mfg. Co.
... S8me...

U.S. Telegraph &. Supply Co. (A)
Phl18delphie
Unger
Union Electric Co.
New York
Utica FireAlarm Telegraph Co. 106- 108 Liberty St. Utica, N.Y.

T1l1otson, L.G. &. Co.
... S8me ...
... S8me ...
... S8me ...
.. .S8me...

t1AWt

1856-72 Generall1ne

1872-78
1876 Printers
c. 1853
1872- Generalline

c. 1865 Keys

1884 Generelline
1894- Seme

\

Periphery Contact
key and "Victor"
Instruments.
Seme,
Seme.

c. 1875 Keys
1879-88 Generalline

c. 1870

1865
1865-67
1868-72
1872-80
1880-85

QAIfS.. PRODUCTS

[See Bernes, Edmund F.)

13
lSee Hinds &. WiI1iems)
(S) Western Electric
[See Fermer &. Woodmen)

[See Devis &. Watts)
(S) Devis &. Wetts
(S) Jerome ReO:Iing?

[See Speedwell I ron Works)

"ElrthQueke" practice set.

[See Edison &. Unger)

BOl.ght Gemewell in 1879
(S) E.S. Greeley &. Co.

E.S. Greeley II partner.
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Origins of the Bencher Paddle
continued from page 31
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FYO Single Paddle Revived
As the iambic paddle became well
established, Bencher began to receive
requests that they supply a single lever
paddle as well; one similar to the original
FYO design. Unfortunately, at that time,
the FYO patent was still valid and licensed
to HAL Communications. Discussions
were held with HAL on the subject and,
although the HAL people proved cordial
and open-minded, no agreement was
ever rcached. None the less, the requests
continued and finally, when the original
patent expired, Bencher introduced the
ST series of paddles. Though never as
popular as the iambic BY series, the ST
series of paddles have added to the success of the line.
Bencher paddles are now used worldwide, and though competitive information
is not available, appear to be the sales
leader for paddle type mechanisms. This
surely rellects the genius of the original
design by Joe Hill W8FYO. Though Joe
is a silent key, it would surely give him
satisfaction to know how much pleasure
the fruit of his work gives to CW operators everywhere.
© Copyright Bob Locher W9KNI.
Reprinted from FOCUS, journal of the
First Class CW Operators' Club, by kind
permission of the author.
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Our thanks to Clifford J. Wheeler N1 DWA (no relation),
of Rockport, MA, for sending MM a copy of this song
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URTHER TO THE NEWS
The first two digits of a tail number identiITEM 'AeroflotStiU UsingCW'
fy the aircraft type.
in MMI8, page 12, I can proTail
Aircraft
vide some more information on this
Series
Type
subjcctand I hope the following notes will
11.000
Antonov An- 24(26{30{32
be of interest to MM readers.
Turboprop
Aeroflot is (still) the official commer42.000
Yakolev Yak-40/42 Turbofan
74.000
cial airline of the (ex) Soviet Union and is
Ilyushin 11-18 Turboprop
the only airline that uses Morse code to
Tupolev Tu-I04ITu-124
76.000
pass aeronautical LOOC (Long Distance
Turbojet
Operational Control) messages.
86.000
Ilyushin 11-62 Turbofan
Several LDOC channels are used to
CW LOOC traffic can be a strange
handle traffic for
mixture of internaflights to and from
tional Q-codes and
Cuba. ATC (Air
Russian text. The
Traffic control) exground station at
changes with conby Lambert J. Derenette
Moscow Kupavna
trolling ground
Aero identifies with
SUltions are in voice
the callsign RFNV.
mode. Morse is only used for company
Freq.
Usage
(MHz)
messages, although voice is also sometimes used.
6.748
Commercial /lights
Flights to and from Cuba are frequent
Commercial/lights
8.842
and both Boyeros (callsign COL) and the
(Cuba/Moscow)
aircraft are easily heard.
10.025
Moscow Aero
Aircraft normally identify by registraCommercial /lights
13.205
(voice also used)
tion and tail number. Registrations are Ii ve
Commercial /lighL'i (to Cuba)
15.024
characters long and start with the letter R.

More on Aeroflot

Some other frequencies where interesting CW communications can be heard arc:
Freq. Call
Station
Country
Freq. Call
Station
Country
(MHz)

2.7035
3.885
3.885
6.9025
7.777
7.777
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(MHz)

YRA
ZAT
HAM
TLO
DJR
5ST44

Bucharest
Romania
7.777 5HD20 Dar es Salaam Tanzania
Tirana
Albania
7.777 5YD Nairobi
Kenya
Budapest
Hungary
9.111 D4B44 Sal
Cape Verde
Bangui C. African Rep.
9.111 J5G
Bissau Guinea-Bissau
Djibouti
Djibouti
10.432 PRR4 Belem
Brazil
Antananarivo
11.166
Leticia
Colombia
Madagascar
16.245 4XL
Ben Gurion
Israel
(Lambert J. Derenette is Editor o/Belgian Military Aircraft Photo File)

(MM fooU1ote: Tom Sl. John Coleman,
who provided the original report on
Aeroflot CW in MM 18, reports that he is
still logging RFNV calling COL on
15.024MHz, sometimes receiving a reply
and sometimes nol. He has also heard them
on 8.842MHz but not on the other frequencies mentioned in the above article.
Aircraft can occasionally be heard on
these two frequencies but not as often as
the ground stations.
He also mentions that Bob Groves'

SW Directory lists further Aeroflot CW
frequencies as 11.312, 11.348, and
17.936MHz; Klingenfuss, 7th edition,
adds 7.848; and Monitoring Times gives
RFNV MET AR transmissions in CW as
11.359 by day and 6.685 at nighl.
Regarding other CW frequencies, he
reports hearing 5YD, Nairobi Air, faintly
on 16.245MHz, the frequency given in
the article for 4XL Ben Gurion. Just audible, also, was BMB, Taipei Meteo on
8.117MHz, with weather in code.) MM
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t]'ourLetters
We have received several letters covering more than one of the subjects mentioned in MM24. In
order to bring the comments on various matters together, these letters have been split into single
suqeds as far as possible. Despte the impression gven, this does not mean that some rorrespordents
have written more than one letter.

Abbreviations and Procedures -1
I should like to reply to GOHHL's comments on abbreviations and procedures
employed in the UK Novice Morse test
(MM24), with reference to the examples
given in MM21.
A candidate taking the Morse test is
highly charged with nervous tension; for
this reason, far from being inconsistent,
the QSO format Novice test has been
designed specifically to help the candidate
undersumd the status of the QSO by using
standard procedural signals.
The rcason that the first QSO example
begins with
is quite simply because
this is the RECEIVING part of the test,
sent by the examiner to the candidate, and
the symbol is used in its correct context
by warning the receiving station that the
actual text will commence immediately
afterwards. It is not part of the test and is
not marked. Other countries use symbols
such as VVV or II II to precede the test
passage. We prefer the 'commencement
of work' symbol.
The second QSO example is the
SENDING part of the test, and as the
candidate and the examiner have the
written text in front of them there is no
need for a 'stand-by' signal to be sent by
the candidate.
It may seem old-fashioned, but I con-

cr
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sider it common courtesy by the sender
to indicate to the receiving station the end
of the message (QSO) by using the AR
symbol, also in its correct place, before
the callsigns at the end of an over. Used in
the Morse test it will indicate to the candidate that the closing calls will follow .
Regarding QSA and QRK, I would
agree that in the amateur service RST is
perfectly adequate for signal reports, and
on the face of it QSA and QRK would
appear to be unnecessary duplication.
However, one of the prime reasons for
requiring proficiency in Morse c<xle before being permitted access to the HF
bands is so that operators can understand a
request to QRT or QSY from a shared
user of the band. Unless the operator of
another service is also a licensed amateur
the firstauempt at contact would very likely
be (callsigns) QSA? or QRK?
Is there such a thing as a defmitive
QSO as used in the amateur service?
One could argue all day about this. I would
suggest that procedures used on the air
depend a great deal on the experience and
location of the sender. As an example, a
simple word such as TKS used in Europe
becomes TNX in the USA.
Just as language develops with time,
with words disappearing from use and
new ones introduced, so does the use of

CW procedures on the air. Books of
typical QSOs written a decade ago will
appear to be out of date. Depending on
your background, the error signal can be
sent as eight dOL'), II, VE, or 1M!.
The UK Morse test should no longer
be viewed in isolation. It is now part of
a structured learning process. The list of
Q-codes, procedural signals and abbreviations that can be used in the test are
contained in the Novice Licence syllabus
and are explained in detail during the
course with the aim of ensuring that the
newcomer is familiar with the basic framework of a Morse QSO on the amateur
bands from an early stage.
The conversion of the 12 wpm Morse
test to the QSO format from I January
1993 now continues that process. The
coming year will see a revolution in
Morse instruction in the UK. For the first
time candidates will know how to communicate on the air before receiving their
certi fi cate.
Roy Clay tOil G4SSfI,
RSGB Chief Morse Examiller,
Scarborough, North Yorkshire

Abbreviations and Procedures - 2
With reference to the comments by Philip
Scrivens, GOHHL, on the use oflMl for
'I say again', I was a little puzzled by its
usc during my first couple of QSOs with
W's but soon worked out from the context
what it meant. Up to now I haven't had
any problem in understanding the difference between IMI meaning '?' or 'I
repeat'. Personally I use 'II' for 'repeat',
having picked it up from QSO's with
PCH-amateurs, and of course this is much
shorter than 1M!.
QRK/QSA is another tradition from

Morse professionals which shouldn't be
allowed to die out. These reports are still
used by some ex-professionals and I have
a copy of the report scale, taken from the
MM Q & Z Codebook, on my shack wall
so that I can respond properly when I
receive such reports.
Regarding AR, I find it very helpful
when this is sent before the call signs at the
end of an over because when I hear the
AR I know that only callsigns will follow
and I can use those few seconds looking
through my notes before KN is received.
When calling CQ, the AR after the
callsign indicates 'fetch your key, I'm going to listen' so in my opinion AR can be
used both before and after the callsign
according to the circumstances. I must admitl don't know what the correct method
is but I do find the above most useful.
When looking through my Q & Z
Codcbook I think that already too many
useful codes have been lost to amateur
traffic, such as QSZ which would be
helpful in difficult conditions (send each
word or group twice or ... times). Now
it seems we are having to reduce even
the few that are left.
A good example in another direction
is the use of 'C' (yes) which is rarely
heard today. When you are in QSO and
another station comes up with QRL? (is
this frequency in use?) why not answer
'c' instead of 'yes' or 'yes pse QSY"!
Using the laller you will miss severill words
from your contact but with 'C' virtually
nothing will be lost - assuming that the
enquiring station knows what 'c' means!
Even if not, it is fairly easy to guess its
meaning and I have success with it most
of the time.
The Q & Z book is beside my
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transmitler to help cope with unexpected
situations which, with the exception of
QRK/QSA, have not yet shown up. It
seems that the ex-professionals have
adapted to the lesser code-knowledge of
ordinary leisure time amateurs.
It is very nice to hear the new
G-noviccs on 80m, using and understanding their 'cw language'. This is because
they are taught procedures and abbreviations during their training. Here in
Holland you must learn it all for yourself. Many PA beginners know RST
QTH and 73 only, with everything else
in fulltext, and when [ work them [ adapt
to their style, to encourage them and to
demonstrate that their CW rcally is readable, which is their biggest concern.
Monika Pouw-Arnold PA3FHF,
Mijdrecht, Hol/alld

(MM23, p.44) was part of the reparations
from Germany after WWII, and that there
were two types, identified by different
knobs, one army and one navy.
Dennis Goacher G3LLZ, Swindon

Double-ended Key -1
With reference to the double-ended key
described by John Gilbert (MM24, p.44),

Abbreviations and Procedures - 3
[n response to Philip Scrivens' article,
amateur procedure is generally in a mess.
Nearly everyone [ work has his own way
of abbreviating, coding and so on. Until
you get to know an operator from a few
QSOs with him you just have to muddle
along.
It would be nice if the world's operators could agree on a basic system, but
no doubt until Hell freezes we shall be
stuck with a great many more than 57
varieties. You could be philosophical and
say 'Well, it's all part of life's pattern!'
John Worthington GW3COI,
Abersoch, Wales

is the item shown in the above photograph
the same thing or not? I have no information on it except that it has printed on the
base 'Philip Harris Ltd, Birmingham'.
Does any reader know exactly what this
is?
Maurice Small GOHJC,
Chinnor,Oxfordshire

Double-ended Key - 2
Lorenz-style Key
I am informed by G3KXU that the
Lorenz style key issued from REME
stores Donnington as part No ZA 54574
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Could the double key sketched by John
Gilbert have been a learner's key? Two
learners sitting opposite one another at
a table could thus share the same key.

Furthennore, if each one watched the
other's sending hand closely they could
converse without a sounder (or without a
buzzer).
Have I invented something?
John V. Hicks, D.Litt.,
Saskatchewan, Canada

Double-ended Key - 3
Regarding the double-ended key shown
by John Gilbert, may I suggest this could
have been used between two learner
operators at opposite sides of a table?
Johll Worthillgtoll GW3COJ,
Abersoch, Wales

What Makes a Good Key?
For many years I have sought the ideal
strdight key, one that sends effortless perfect CW at 30 wpm plus. So far, needless
to say, I have failed to find such a device.
However, in my quest I have acquired a
few straight keys (collection is too grand
a word) and an enigma.
My keys include such famous marques
as Junker, Kent, Marconi, and the RAF
Type D. When using a pmticular key , for
a few weeks all is well and I love it. I
wonder why I spent good money buying
all the other keys. Then, suddenly, I hate
it. What possessed me to spend good
money on such a load of rubbish? I
search in '.he ~upboard and one of the
other keys is r.uN p'aced on the table while
the poor performer goes back where it
came from.
For a few weeks all is well. I love this
key, then ... Yes, the cycle repeats itself.
A number of questions arisc. Am I alone
in having such a relationship with my
Morse keys? Why do I feel this way?
What is it that makes a good key?

Apart from correct adjustment and
mounting, there are obviously mechanical
characteristics such as freedom of movement. However, there appears to be
something elsc. There is some characteristic which is impossible to define, but
which one instinctively knows when it is
prescnt.
I have tried to analyse the mechanics
of a key. Gap and tension are easy to
understand. The inertia and flexibility of
the arm , and the vibrations induced in
the base by the force of the closing contacts, are beyond my analytical skills.
Does a key have a natural resonant
frequency which makes it ideal for use at
one speed?
Over the years, the photographs of
Morse keys appC<lfing in MM have given
me great pleasure. What has amazed me is
the wide variety of design. Perhaps this
means that no-one has ever made the ideal
key and my quest has about as much
chance of success as finding the end of a
rainbow. However, if it does exist I would
dearly like to try it - and I am QTHR!
Gerald Stallcey G3MCK,
Staines, Middlesex

Unknown Key -1
The 'unknown' key from G3LLZ on
page 24 of MM24 is a GPO single current
type F17 key. The cast base is not copper
but copper-plated. I used one of these for
a long time when working 1M CWo It
handles well.
John Short G3BEX,
Seer Green, Buckillghamshire

Unknown Key - 2
In the mid/late 1960s, on one occasion, I
helped to run a Wrr broadcast from the
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wireless station housed in South West
Tower, Admiralty, the station of Admiral
Commanding Reserves.
In front of me was a GNT (Morse
Auto) with traffic tape running through
it into a waste bin. To the right was an
AdmimIty Pattern slide switch marked
'Send/Receive'. This switched from auto
send to hand key sending, and the key
alongside the switch was the same as the
'unknown' key from G3LLZ on page 24
ofMM24.
I recognised it immediately; a few
years later I had two of these keys but
eventually passed them on to friends in
need of a key to start in amateur radio.
I remember that both keys were clearly
embossed with an Admiralty Pattern No
on the rear of the base frame. I shall be
interested to see if other identities are
offered.
Brian Payne G4CJY,
High Wycombe, Bucks

hadn't worked for over a 100 years!
I believe it to be a portable galvanometer used for testing during the construction of the overland telegmph line, erected
in 1870-72 to cross Australia from North
to South. In this case it could have been
made in the mid to late 1860s, probably in
the UK although. unfortunately, there is
no maker's name or manufacturing date
on it.

Oldest Working Galvanometer?
Situated in the old telegraph station at
Alice Springs in the Northern Territory
of Australia is a small, very old, galvanometer wired into the Canberra 'Iandline'
circuit which is activated by the Morsecexlians Fraternity annually, and on other
occasions. as reported in MM from time to
time.
This instrument was on the table at
Alice when we first connected up the line
in 1989. It spmng into life immediately
and hasn't missed a beat since. I have seen
photographs of the operating table in the
early 1920s but they were then using the
conventional cathedral type galvos. This
is obviously an earlier type and there is a
possibility that until we put it into circuit it
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Early galvanometer, now installed in
working order in the old telegraph
station at Alice Srings

Some of the equipment used by Charles
Todd, the planner of the line, is known to
have ended up in Alice Springs and this
gives rise to my suspicion that this galvanometer may have been used by Todd as a
portable unit when testing sections of the
line during the course of construction.
Tending to confirm the assumption of portable use is the absence of any mounting
holes or brackets to fix it in a permanent
operating position .
I should like 10 is.~ue a challenge to
any rcaderor MM Income up with a work-

ing e1cctrical meter older than this one
appears to be.
John Houlder,
Charnwood, ACr, Australia
(Will any reuder responding 10 this
challenge send details, preferably with
photograph, to T.S. please. Any testing
instrument likely to have been used in a
telegraph circuit will qualify. Alternatively,
can anyone definitely identify the instrument described by John Houlder? - Ed.)

Morse Learning
With reference to the interesting article
on Morse learning methods ('Why Farnsworth', MM24, p.36) my copy of the
'Wireless World' booklet mentioned is
the 4th (revised) edition, undated but
advertised in the January and March
1941 issues of Wireless World.
The general context is as quoted in
MM from the 13th (1961) edition, but the
suggested learning rate (with exaggerated
spacing between letters and words) is
15-20 wpm compared with 12-18 wpm
in the later version.
This booklet must have been a hot
best-seller. The 5th edition was advertised
in the May 1941 WW, followed only a
month later by the 6th edition in the June
issue!
John Goldberg GJETH, Chester

More Media CW -1
I can add to the list of CW media-items
mentioned in 'Your Letters', MM24,
p.43. First, 'Zeitzeichen' is a daily radio
transmission on WDR 2 (Westdeutscher
Rundfunk channel 2; try MW 720kHz), at
0805 GMT winter and 0705 summer,
which commemorates notable anniversaries from the past.

The signature tune of this programme
includes the title 'Zeitzeichen' in Morse
(CW-tone) at about 20 wpm. It was very
regrettable however, that on 27 April 1991
the programme made no mention of the
200th anniversary of Prof. Morse's birth
or his famous invention despite the fact
that it had made use of his signals for the
last 20 years!
QAM is transmilled in CW-tone by
ARD (Ist channel German public TVnetwork) at about 18 wpm after (not
before!) the weather forecasts which
follow the news bulletins. This signal first
appeared about 1967 and has survived
every' face-lift' of this station until now.
'Heute' (Today) is the title of the
news broadcasts from ZDF (2nd channel
German public TV -network). By looking
at the clock on the screen before each
programme it can be seen/heard that
'heute' is transmitted in Morse by
synthesiser-sound in the last three seconds
of the count-down, at precisely 20 wpm.
This was badly senL for the firsL few
years and I remember a leller in the TVguide from a DARC official asking for
Lhis Lo be recLified, which iL subsequently
was. ZDF has also had a 'face-lift' recenLIy to compete wiLh the commercial/satellite staLions bUL iL has retained 'heuLe' in
Morse, albeiL with a different synthesisertone.
A commercial on Dutch TV (channels
NLl,2.3, and RTLA) by the AEGON insurance company shows a ship in bad
weather at sea while a CW advertising
message is sent at abouL 35 wpm. The
message is simultaneously printed on
screen as it is received and also read out
by a speaker-off so it is not possible to
assess the accuracy of the transmitted CW.
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For those who don't know Morse, however, it presents an allractive picture of what
Morse telegraphy is!
An earlier advertisement by the same
company featured faint CW at about 18
wpm with pictures relating to post-WWlI
politics. Again the voice-over made copying impossible except for one or two
letters and, surprise, surprise, the name of
the company!
Monika Pouw-Arnold PA3FHF,
Mijdrecht, Holland

More Media CW - 2
G3JUL informs me that the German
TV station SAT 3 sends 'Heute' (Today)
in Morse five scconds before the news
bulletin starts at l800A.
Gerald Stancey G3MCK,
Staines, Middlesex

Double Needle Speed
Concerning the reading of the movements
of two needles at 40 wpm, as mentioned
in G41YB's letter (MM24, pA3), may I
express doubt allhis claim?
While at Complon Bassell, we all had
Morse lamp instruclion courses and were
told that grealer speeds than 8/10 wpm
were impossible due to 'persistence of
vision', i.e. the /lashing above lhose
speeds merges into a steady light
This principle would no doubt apply
to moving needles being read in nonnal
light
John Worthington GW3COI,
Abersoch, Wales

CW Etiquette - 1
Gerald Stancey G3MCK raises the question of responses to CQs sent at a given
speed (MM24, pA2). As far as I am con-
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cerned, my message to listening stations
is 'I want a QSO preferably at this speed
but if you reply either faster or slower you
will get a reply from me at the same speed. '
This technique was taught at the
Compton BasSCll RAF Operators' School,
not in relation to CQs of course but when
making pcriodic test transmissions for
other stations or aircraft
The implication from the CQ originator is that a faster reply will be treated
politely, but it is really bad fonn to call
someone faster than he is sending (unless,
of coursc, he is an old CW friend) . Further, if the reply is slower than the CQ, the
polile thing is for the replying station lO
send 'QRS psc' .
There are many times when activity
on the bands is poor, when even a 'rubber
stamp' is happily accepted by tyros and
OTs alike, so it behoves all CQcrs to
accommodate the social gaffes of others
with good grace.
Be il noted that I write as one whose
patience is often paper thin, but I have an
automatic QSO available from a small unil
which satisfies both ends of a QSO on
occasion!
John Worthington GW3COI,
Abersoch, Wales

CW Etiquette - 2
In response to Gerald Stancey's letter, if
the VK!YU situation he mentions occWTcd,
I would call 2 x the desired country (VK)
and if there is no reply (perhaps the band
is closed or maybe there is no interest
in working a PA) I would take the YU.
Maybe he/she has been lucky to hear me
on a home-brew rig/antenna. Perhaps he is
after an award or I am being called for
some other reason which may be of inter-

est to me also. This may not be very likely
but I will never know if I ignore the call.
In any case, a standard QSO may only
Lake a few minutes and I would be providing the YU with some pleasure by my
response!
Regarding speed, if nOl wanting to
work below a desired speed, why not call
'CQ 25 wpm', like 'CQ QRQ' or 'CQ
QSK' which can be heard on the bands
regularly? 'CQ 25' not followed by
'wpm' could be misunderstood as looking
for a crossband QSO.
Monika Pouw-Arnold PA3FHF,
Mijdrecht, Holland

CW Etiquette - 3
Replying to Gerald Stancey, I Lake the
view that slowing down to the other guy's
speed is common courtesy. If he is seeking practice at higher speeds then it is
surely within his capability to send 'OK
QRQ OM = NEED THE PRACTICE'.
I see nothing wrong with a slower opemtor calling someone who is CQ aL a
higher speed if the CQcr is not specifying
QRQ. We all have to starl somewhere and
to ignore a slower station would be an act
of gross discourtesy. Speaking for myself
and, I am sure, just about every member
of FISTS CW Club, I would rather slow
down to 12 wpm than drive the QRS
station over to the Donald Duck mode.
I rarely use selective CQs. The exception is CQ USA/FISTS, but when using
the FISTS club call, GXOIPX, I can well
understand that some EU stations may be
anxious 10 log what is perhaps their first
GX call and in this case I am perhaps
more tolerant than I would otherwise be.
Calling selectively under my own call I
would assuredly ignore any station other

than the target, otherwise what is the point
of making a selective call?
Calling CQ OX, however, is a little
silly. To a Ukrainian QRP station you
may well represent OX if he has never got
this far before on his one wall and baseloaded screwdriver. It is better to be
specific, e.g., CQ ASIA; CQ PACIFIC;
CQ WIGAN, etc.
Geo Longden G3ZQS, Secretary,
FISTS CW Club, Darwen, Lancs

Natural Break
I recently heard of a Q-code special to
Iceland. This is QKA and it is used by an
operator when he or she needs a break to
go to the 100. There was apparently much
head-scratching in the UK recently when
this code was used in a TF-G QSO! Those
familiar with Icelandic read this as Q-KA.
Others would pronounce it 'coo-kah'.
Reynir H. Stejansson,
Reydarfirdi, Iceland
(According to the MM Qrz Codebook,
QKA has not been allocated. Olher codes
Ihal IUJve been used for Ihis parlicular
message include Q4P (MMll, p.l6) and
QAU (I am about to Jellison fuel). Are
there any rrwre? - Ed.)

r.Boo~helf
Due to pressure on space in this issue,
we are unable to include the usual
'Bookshelf' page.
The tiUes listed on page 10 of MM24 are
still available as we go to press,
although 'Radio M' and 'RA Postcards'
are becoming in short supply and the
position on further stocks is uncertain
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For availability of back issues, please see
the latest issue of Morsum Magnificat

Thinks ... "/'II use CW next time!"
From Andy Troubachov UA3PIP, Tulah, Russia
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'Jor a very liappy Cliristrruzs and a prosperous 1993
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WHERE MESSAGES ARE HANDLED BY
FLASHLIGHT.

lYIon tserra t
is twenty-six miles distant from the nearest and larger
Island of Antigua, and these islands, in the transaction
of public business make use of a system of flashlight to
signal can tinen tal Morse characters from shore to shore.
II
~ CHR'Smp"", ". I

Cablegrams for Montserra.t are transmitted by flashlight
system from Antigua. The rate is now SIc per word
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